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v  Introduction to the standard and non-conventional hadrons 

Dictionary: 
 
Hadron: a Greek word (hadros) means “composite” 
 
Meson: comes from the Greek word  “mesos”, which means “intermediate” 
The first discovered meson was π meson which has a mass between e and P.  
 
Baryon: a Greek word (barys) means “heavy”. 
 
Quark:  

Three quarks for Muster Mark! 
Sure he hasn't got much of a bark 
And sure any he has it's all beside the mark. 

Gluon:     they "glue" quarks together 

Resonances: excited states with the same spin and quark contents as the ground 
                       state 
Exotics: non-conventional hadrons 



The famouse baryons 

proton neutron 

Nucleons have also strange  and charm 
content !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 



The famouse meson: π 

Π+ 





6-1=5 quarks: a lot of hadrons. Top quark does not make any bound state. 

Among all hadrons only proton and neutron are stable. Neutrons have 
 infinite life-time only inside the nuclei. A free neutron decays to proton  
after 880.2 +- 1.0 s via the beta decay. The rest of particles are produced at 
hadron colliders and live only about 10-18------10-12 s. 

Importance of other hadrons and quarks !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

  



v Standard and non-conventional (exotic) particles 

  
Mesons: one quark and one anti-quark (color+anticolor=white)  

Baryons: 3 quarks (anti-quarks) 

Standard  
hadrons 

The standard hadrons are well described by the quark model (classification 
scheme for hadrons in terms of their valence quarks), independently 
proposed in 1964 by  

Murray Gell-Mann George Zweig 



Light PS Mesons  Light Vector Mesons  

Meson Multiplets 

Heavy and Light  
Mesons:  

All light and heavy mesons 
predicted by theory have been  
discovered in the experiment. 
Even their many excited states. 
Theoretical works on excited  
mesons are welcome.  



Baryon Multiplets 
Spin ½  Spin 3/2 





Situation in the Experiment 
 
1- all light baryons and many of their resonances have been discovered. 
 
2-all single-charmed baryons have been observed. Recently some Ωc 
 resonances have also been observed by LHCb. 
 
3- Except spin 3/2 Ω*

b all single b-baryons have been discovered. 
 
4- Only Ξcc as doubly charmed baryons has been seen. 
 
5- No doubly-bottom as well as triply charmed/bottom baryons have been  
discovered yet. 



Both the quark model and theory of strong interactions, QCD, do not exclude the 
non-conventional structures out of                                     .  For this, both 
experimentalists and theoreticians are searching for these structures for many 
decades. They have made a good progress: they have found many exotic states 
and could describe their physical properties.  

Well-known exotic states:  

Tetraquarks: diquark-antidiquark 
Meson molecules: bound states of two mesons 

Famous Candidates:  
 
X (3872): 2003 Belle 
DsJ(2632): 2004 Fermilab SELEX 
Z(4430): 2007 Belle 
Y(4140) : 2009 Fermilab, 2012 CMS, 2013 D0, 
                Belle did not found, LHCb confirmed 
Zc(3900): 2013 BESIII, Belle 
Z(4430):2014 LHCb 
X(5568): February 2016 D0, LHCb and CMS did not found. 
X(4274), X(4500) and X(4700): June 2016 LHCb 
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For a history on theoretical studies see for instance:  S. S. Agaev, K. Azizi,  H. Sundu, 
Phys.Rev. D93 (2016) no.7, 074002 ; Phys.Rev. D93 (2016) no.11, 114036 . 

 



X (3872) 
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Pentaquarks:  

4 quark-1 antiquark 
Baryon-Meson Molecule 

Famous Candidates:  

Pentaquarks have a long experimental history:  

Θ+: 2003, LEPS reported a resonance of 1540 MeV (uudd----anti-s).  
LEPS (Laser Electron Photon Experiment)  at  
SPring-8 (an acronym of Super Photon Ring – 8 GeV)  
Is located at  hyogo Japan 
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The 2008 review of PDG ruled out the existence of this resonance. Despite null 
 results from many collaborations LEPS announced a Penta state of 1524 MeV in 
  2009.  
 For a historical review see the following Ref. and references therein:  
 
   K. Azizi, Y. Sarac, H. Sundu, arXiv:1612.07479 

 

LHCb Pentaquarks, 2015:Pc (4380) and Pc(4450)   
R. Aaij et al. [LHCb Collaboration], Phys. Rev. Lett.115, 072001 (2015). 
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Di-baryons: six quark states, baryon molecules 

2014: WASA detector@Cooler Synchrotron (COSY) Collaboration-Jülich, 
Germany 

…... 

More investigations are needed. 
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Hybrids:  quark-antiquark, Gluon 

Candidates (seen by different collaborations) : 
 
π1(1400 ), π1(1600), π(1800), η2(1870) ,….     

Glueballs (gluonium, gluon-ball): made of only gluons  

Candidates (seen by different collaborations) : 

f0(500), f0(980), f0(13800), f0(1500), f0(1710), 
  X(3020),.....  

Possible light and heavy Hybrids and Glueballs need more theoretical and 
Experimental investigations. 
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                      Theoretical appoaches 

................................................................................................. 

QCD Lagrangian: 

................................................................................................. 

In principle, besides the dinamics of  quarks and gluons, this lagrangian should be  
responsible for determination of hadronic properties. Unfortunately, it is valid only in a 
limited region.  

These objects which are formed in low energies very far from the 
“asymptotic freedom”  and perturbative region. 

To investigate their properties, we need some  non-perturbative approaches. 
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Ø In very high energies, due to “asymptotic freedom” we can use this Lagrangian 
    and perturbation theory. However, when energy is decreased the coupling  
    constant between quarks and gluons becomes large and perturbation theory 
fails. 
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 Some non-perturbative methods: 
  
ü  Different “relativistic” and “non-relativistic” quark models 
ü HQET 
ü Nambu–Jona-Lasinio model 
ü Lattice QCD 
ü .............................. 
ü QCD sum rules 
 

o  applicable to the light and heavy systems, conventional and non-conventional states 
o  does not include any free parameter 
o  is based on QCD Lagrangianin 
o  gives results in a good consistency  
   with existing EXP. data 
o  its results agree with Lattice predictions on light systems 
o  can be expanded  to hot and dense medium  (medium in heavy ion collision experiments) 

This is one of the most attractive and applicable non-
perturbative phenomenological  tools to Hadron physics. 
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Ø Formation of hadrons and QCDSR  

asymptotic freedom 
             region 
(perturbative effects) 

energy 

distance 

quark and  gluon 
  condensates 
(non-perturbative  phen.) 

hadrons: 
mesons & baryons 

= 

Under some conditions 

hadron 
hadron 
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Asian Side 
 
Hadronic Side 

European Side 
 
OPE Side 

QCD sum rules: Bosphorus Bridge Istanbul 
Borel transf. to suppress the contr. of higher states and cont. with the same quantum numbers 

Continuum subtraction & quark hadron duality assumption 



Famous Hadron Factories (vacuum): 

Belle (1999-2010):  at the High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK)  
in Tsukuba, Japan. 

The Belle detector in Tsukuba Hall, KEK 

Belle II Experiment is an upgrade of Belle 
will operate in 2018. 

designed to study the properties of 
B mesons (heavy particles containing a 
bottom quark) 

At Belle: observation of large CP-violation 
in the neutral B meson system, b-->sll, 
Search for new physics,  observation of the 
new particle X(3872) (the famous exotic 
particle),  tetraquark Z(4430), Zb(10610), 
Zb(10650)  … 



BaBar experiment:  SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, which is operated by 
Stanford University for the Department of Energy in California 

Discovery of lightest bottomonium ηb (2008),    
2012: "B to D*-tau-nu" happens more often 
than the Standard Model says it should 

(with 3.4 σ) < 5σ. 



CDF experiment at FermiLab: discovery of top-quark  together with D0(1995) . 
D0 experiment at FermiLab: discovery of top-quark (1995), Ξb(2007),  X(5568)!!!!. 
CLEO experiment at Cornel: Υ(4s), B meson, D meson,…. 
BES III: China: charm physics, the tetraquark Zc(3900) 



LHCb  

-2015: Pentaquarks Pc(4380), Pc(4450), tetraquarks X(4140), X(4274), ….. 
 
-Deviations from the SM predictions on many b-hadron decays up tu 3.9 σ, 
-CP violation in Λb decays, Λb-àP π - π+ π -: 3.3σ 
 
-Lepton Flavor Universality violation (2.6σ):  

SM expectation: 1.0003+-0.0001 



v  New Ωc resonances: b-partners and other possible resonances    







The LHCb could not fix their quantum numbers !!!!!!!! 
 
After discovery: many theoretical interpretations 

Before discovery: predictions before discovery   

When working on the magnetic moment of negative parity spin-3/2 baryons (2016); 
published January 2017. QCD sum rules 

Some of them were predicted via different quark models 



Or two-point sum rules 



PDG: 

After discovery:  

First interpretation via only mass: 





Other interpretations: see our paper  
Agaev S. S., Azizi K. and Sundu H., Eur. Phys. J. C, 77 (2017) 395. 









The only interpretation via mass and width: 





[1] LHCb 
[2] PDG 

Ground states 



[1] LHCb 

Our final interpretation via mass & width 

Different than 
previous interp. 



b-partners: S. S. Agaev, K. Azizi, H. Sundu, EPL 118 (2017) 61001.  

Exp: PDG 



arXiv:1708.07348 [hep-ph], submitted to Phys. Rev. D.



 The obtained results may be useful for forthcoming experiments 
to explore bottom baryons and measure their spectroscopic and 
dynamical parameters. 
 
There may be other resonances in Ξb(c),  Λb(c),  Σb(c) channels 
that need theoretical and experimental studies.  



v Ξcc state: b-partners and other doubly/triply charmed-bottom baryons 







LHCb mass 

Is it a new discovery?????? 







SELEX result (MeV):  

FermiLab 

Theoretical predictions: 

T. M. Aliev, K. Azizi, and M. Savcı, Nucl. Phys. A895, 59 (2012): 
                 
                                                 3.72 +- 0.20 GeV 

Theory says: it should a bit higher than the SELEX prediction. The LHCb measures:  
 

The LHCb cites our paper !  



Other predictions on the mass of doubly-charmed spin 1/2 baryons and their b-partners 

T.M. Aliev, K. Azizi, M. Savci, Nucl.Phys. A895 (2012) 59  

QCDSR, Ioffe Quark model 



QCD sum rules, Ioffe current 



Doubly heavy spin--3/2 baryons : 

We have no experimental data yet 

T.M. Aliev, K. Azizi M. Savci, J.Phys. G40 (2013) 065003  
  

[6]: Quark model 
[10,11,14,15]: QCD sum rules  



[10, 14]: QCD sum rules  



Triply heavy spin--1/2 baryons:  T.M. Aliev, K. Azizi, M. Savci, JHEP 1304 (2013) 042 

[19,20] QCD sum rules, Ioffe current 
[12,13,14] QCD Bag model, relativistic three-quark model, quark model, respectively  
 



Triply heavy spin--3/2 baryons  

T. M. Aliev, K. Azizi, M. Savci, J.Phys. G41 (2014) 065003 

No experimental data yet 



Concluding remarks: 

-Despite the recent experimental and theoretical progresses, more studies are  
 
needed  on the identification, properties, internal  quark organizations and 
 
 nature of the standard and  non-conventional hadrons, especially the newly 
  
discovered resonances. 
 
 
 
-Collaboration with LHCb can be very useful.  
  
  



Thank You 


